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Octillion S.A. (Bithomp) partners with Safello to deliver 60 seconds
XRP purchase experience for Europe
Octillion launches card2xrp.com as a dedicated service for XRP enthusiasts in
Europe to quickly buy XRP.
Amersfoort, 20 April 2019 - Today, Safello and Octillion announce a partnership to
enable credit card purchases in 60 seconds for 29 countries in Europe.
XRP enthusiasts in Europe can now buy XRP directly via card2xrp.com without having
to create an account. Users will be able to complete the entire purchase process within
60 seconds:
1. Select the amount
2. Verify identity instantly with Yoti, BankID or NemID
3. Pay with a credit card or Swish
Local currencies NOK, SEK, DKK, GBP and EUR are supported.
Frank Schuil, CEO of Safello, comments:”We recently launched the 60-second buying
experience for Europe for BTC and ETH. Adding XRP was a logical next step for us as
we believe that bridging cryptocurrencies with the traditional ﬁnancial world should be
seamless regardless of the cryptocurrency you prefer. We are excited to partner up with
Octillion S.A. that greatly supported the Ripple/XRP ecosystem with its blockchain
explorer Bithomp.”
Viacheslav Bakshaev adds: ”We are very proud of our new service card2xrp.com which
is the smoothest and fastest way to get XRP in Sweden, Norway, Denmark and many
other countries in Europe. Now it’s become so easy to get XRP! Thank you Safello for
your topnotch solutions.”
View video to learn more: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_iOPx3WCxk
Visit website to try the product: https://card2xrp.com/
About Octillion S.A.
Octillion S.A. is a digital agency, founded in 2011 and since 2015 mainly developing on
XRP Ledger. Bithomp, the XRP ledger explorer is one of the most popular products of
Octillion. Octillion contributes to XRP adoption by creating open sourced XRP tools,
Wallet and other software.
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Connect with Octillion S.A.
Web: octillion.info
Twitter: octillionsa
Email: contact@octillion.info
Octillion Media Contact:
Viacheslav Bakshaev
Founder & CEO
viacheslav@octillion.info
About Safello
Safello is an online cryptocurrency brokerage. Regulated as a ﬁnancial institution,
Safello oﬀers a secure way to buy and sell crypto, in seamless transactions at
industry-leading speeds. Partners integrate Safello’s brokerage solution to their web
and mobile applications. Founded in 2013 in Sweden, Safello is driving crypto adoption
for users in Europe and beyond, with a safe, eﬃcient and user-friendly platform.
Connect with Safello
Web: safello.com
Facebook: facebook.com/Safello
Twitter: @SafelloAB
Safello Media Contact:
Frank Schuil
Email: frank@safello.com
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